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SEQUENCES HAVING AN EFFECTIVE
FIXED-POINT PROPERTYO

BY

T. H. PAYNE

Abstract. Let a be any function whose domain is the set N of all natural numbers.

A subset B of N precompletes the sequence a if and only if for every partial recursive

function (p.r.f.) i/i there is a recursive function / such that af extends aifi and

f[N— Dom i/i]^B. An object e in the range of a completes a if and only if a_1[{e}l

precompletes a. The theory of completed sequences was introduced by A. I. Mal'cev

as an abstraction of the theory of standard enumerations. In this paper several

results are obtained by refining and extending his methods. It is shown that a se-

quence is precompleted (by some B) if and only if it has a certain effective fixed-point

property. The completed sequences are characterized, up to a recursive permutation,

as the composition F<p of an arbitrary function F defined on the p.r.f.'s with a fixed

standard enumeration <p of the p.r.f.'s. A similar characterization is given for the pre-

completed sequences. The standard sequences are characterized as the precompleted

indexings which satisfy a simple uniformity condition. Several further properties of

completed and precompleted sequences are presented, for example, if B precompletes

a and S and Tare r.e. sets such that a_1[«[5]]# A^and a~l[a[T]]j= N', then B-(S u 7")

precompletes a.

1. Preliminaries. Let Ax, v[<x, y>] be a recursive pairing function which is

monotonie in each of its arguments, and let p and o denote the corresponding

projection functions, A<x, v>[x] and X(x,y}[y], respectively. For any set S<=7V,

{x | </, x> e S} is called the ith row of S and is denoted by 5¡. The sequence Xi[St]

is called the row sequence of S and is denoted by S*. A sequence is said to be re-

cursively enumerable (r.e.) if and only if it is the row sequence of an r.e. set. Every

partial function </< will be identified with its graph {<x, v> | </>(x) is defined and

equals y}; hence </i*(i) = 4>i = {4>(i)} when ieDomf, and i/>*(i) = ipi = 0 otherwise.

(Thus </j is a p.r.f. if and only if «/<* is an r.e. sequence of sets of cardinality less than

two.)

A p.r.f. i/i is called a selector for a set S<=N if and only if ifi^S and Dom <f¡

= {i e TV | St==0}. Note that if S is a partial function on TV and «/> is a selector for
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S"1 (i.e. {{y, x> | <x, v> e 8}), then </> is 1-1, Dom </< = Rng 8, and Si/r is the identity

function on Dom </>, idDom «,■ It is well known that every r.e. set S has a selector

(e.g. Xx[af(pn[pf(n) = x])] where/is any recursive function which enumerates 5).

Let a and ß be sequences or p.r.f.'s. If / is a recursive function (alternately,

recursive permutation) such that a = ßf, then we say that/is a reduction (alternately,

isomorphism) of a to ß, written/: a^ß (alternately,/: a = ß). When such an /

exists we say that a is reducible to ß (alternately, a is isomorphic to ß) written a^ß

(alternately, a^ß).

An r.e. sequence a is universal iff every r.e. sequence whose range is contained in

Rng a is reducible to a. We obtain a universal enumeration W* of the r.e. sets by

letting H/={«/, x>, y} | <x, j> e a(/)} where a is any r.e. enumeration of the r.e.

sets. (W* is universal since any r.e. sequence must be the row sequence of some

a(i), but Ax[</, x>] : (a(/))*á W*.) We obtain a universal enumeration 93* of the

p.r.f.'s and a universal enumeration F* of the sets of cardinality less than two by

letting T be a selector for {«/, x>, y} | <x, y} e W^ and letting 95 = {</, <x, _y» |

«/, x>, y} e T}. Note that 9?; is a selector for Wt and that r = A<7, x>[y¡(x)]. It is

easily shown that 9* and T* are universal.

The fact that for every p.r.f. <¡> there is a number n such that <p„ = Aj[</i</?, y}]

(e.g. n = (pm(m) where ?)m : Ax[Aj[i/r<9x(x), j>]]Sç>*) is called the Recursion

Theorem.

We let Ö denote A-Dom F, ~ denote the equivalence relation induced on N

by the sequence a, and B or cl (B) denote a_1[o:[ß]] for any set B^N. A recursive

function/is said to be an a/B-extension of a p.r.f. </< if and only if «/extends <*</>

and /[iV-Domi/i]cj8. B precompletes a if and only if every p.r.f. has an

a/7?-extension. e completes a iff a_1[{e}] precompletes a. We say that a number n is

an a-fixed point of a p.r.f. </> if and only if n e Dom </( and i/>(n)~n. For any object e

and sequence /3, £| will denote that extension of ßV which assigns the value e to every

number in Q, i.e., Ax[e if x e Q; ßT(x) if x ^ Q],

In [4] Mal'cev showed that every completed sequence a has the effective fixed

point property in the sense of Ritter [11], i.e. there exists a recursive function g such

that g(n) is an a-fixed point of <pn whenever <pn is total. From the following proposi-

tion we see that this property which Mal'cev used as his definition of "pre-

completed" is equivalent to our present definition of "precompleted."

Proposition 1.1. For any sequence a and set BCN, the following are equivalent:

(1) For every p.r.f. 4> there is a number n such that <pn is an a/B-extension of

Ax[i/i<k, x>].

(2) For every p.r.f. if> there is a g such that g is an a/B-extension for Xx[>(i\g(x), x>].

(3) Every p.r.f. <p has an a/B-extension g (i.e. B precompletes a).

(4) F has an a/B-extension g.

(5) There is a recursive function g such that g(n) is an a-fixed point for <pn when <pn

is total, and g(n) e B when <pn = 0.
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Proof. (1) implies (2). Substitute X(u, vy[</i(<pu(v), v}] for i/> in (1) and let g be

the resulting <pn.

(2) implies (3). Let >/> be any p.r.f. Substitute A<w, v}[t/>(v)] for ¡/> in (2). Then the

resulting g is an a/F-extension of </>.

(3) implies (4). Obvious.

(2) implies (5). Substitute A<w, v}[<pu(v)] for </> in (2).

(5) implies (4). Suppose (5) holds. Let h : Xx[Xy[Y(x)]]-¿cp*. If I» is defined,

cph(n) is the constant function whose range is {T(n)} and hence <phin) is total and

gh(n) ~ <pMn)(gK")) = r(«)

(since gh(n) is an «-fixed point of ç>h(n)). If, however, F(n) is not defined, then

9hw = 0, so g/i(«) e B. Thus g/2 is an a/F-extension of r.

(4) implies (3). Suppose that /is an a/F-extension of F and that </i is any p.r.f.

By the universality of T* there is a recursive function g such that <p = Fg. Thus, fg

is an a/F-extension of </>.

(3) implies (1). Let >/j be any p.r.f., and let/be an a/5-extension of </>. By the

Recursion Theorem we may choose n so that <pn equals Ax[/</7, x>] which is clearly

an a/F-extension of Ax[i/<n, x>].    □

Lemma 1.2. Suppose that ß extends aT. Then any selector f for F'1 is 1-1 and

reduces a to ß (for a = aFf=ßf since r/=idRngr = idN). Furthermore, if g : ßik<*,

then g is an a/g[Q]-extension of F and hence g[Q] precompletes a.

2. Other sets which precomplete a. Suppose that B precompletes a. Clearly

every superset of B precompletes a. The following results show us some of the

subsets of B which precomplete a, as well as showing that certain kinds of r.e.

sequences cannot cover B.

Lemma 2.1. If B precompletes a and i/i is a p.r.f. having no a-fixed points, then

B— Dom </j precompletes a.

Proof. Let 8 be a p.r.f. such that 8<x, _y> is either T(x) or i/>( v) when at least one

of these is defined, and otherwise 8<x, y) is undefined. That is, let S be a selector

for {«x, v>, z> | z = r(x) or z = i/¡(y)}. With the aid of 1.1 part (2) choose g so that

g is an a/F-extension of Ax[8<x, g(x)>]. Notice that if x e Dom F, then <x, g(x)>

eDomS. However, if <x, g(x)} e Dom S, then 8<x, g(x)> # </>(ir(x)) (hence

xe Dom F and 8<x, g(x)} = F(x)) since 8<x, g(x)}~g(x) by our choice of g, while

g(x) * i/i(g(x)) since </> has no a-fixed points. Thus, if x e Dom F then g(x)

~ S<x, g(x)> = T(x). Conversely, if x $ Dom F, then <x, g(x)> £ Dom 8, and hence

g(x) e B and g(x) $ Dom if> since TV x Dom </"= Dom 8. Thus g is an a/(F- Dom </>)-

extension of T, so by 1.1 part (4), F-Dom </> precompletes a.    □

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that B precompletes a and e e Rng a.

(a) Let S* bean r.e. sequence and 8 be a p.r.f. such that i e Dom 8 and 8(i) $ cl (S{)

whenever S^0. Then F-(J {5; | / e TV} precompletes a. (Note that in such a case

BC\J{S,\ieN}.)
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(b) Let S0 and Sx be r.e. If cl (S0)# A and cl (SJ^N, then B-(S0U S{) pre-

completes a. (Thus, if B^S0 u Si, then cl (S0) = N or cl (S1) = N. In particular, if

BcS1,thencl(S1) = N.)

(c) Let A—a_1[{e}] be r.e. Then e completes a and only e completes a.

Proof, (a) Let <¡> be a selector for {<x, y} \ x e S¡ and y = 8(i) for some i e Dom S}.

Then </< has no a-fixed points and Dom ¡/< = U {S¡ | i £ A7}. Thus, by Lemma 2.1,

B— [J {S¡ | /" e A} precompletes a.

(b) Choose 8 so that 8(0) £ cl (S0) and 8(1) £ cl (Si), and apply (a).

(c) cl (N— a_1[{e}])^ A7 since e e Rng a. Thus, by(b), B n a_1[{e}] precompletes

a, hence a_1[{e}] precompletes a, hence e completes a. Now if e' completes a and

e'#e, then a_1[{e'}]<= A-a_1[{e}], hence cl (A/-a_1[{e}]) = A (a contradiction).

3. Isomorphisms. By extending the methods of Myhill [6] and Rogers [8],

Mal'cev proved the following lemma which has the isomorphism theorems of

[1], [2], [6], [8], [9] and [11] as corollaries. This result also follows from the main

theorem of Ritter [7].

Lemma 3.1. 7/a is precompleted, then ß^a whenever ß^a and a^ß.

In this section we refine these methods somewhat in order to obtain the following

lemma which is needed for our characterization theorems.

Lemma 3.2. B precompletes a iff Y has an ajB-extension which is a permutation

on N. (In particular, e completes a iff a is isomorphic to 7?„.)

The proofs of 3.1 and 3.2 require the following preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 3.3. (Simultaneous Definitions.) Let Ou .. .,Op be effectivep-ary opera-

tions on the class of partial functions. Suppose that n :£/? and for all i e {1,..., n}, B¡

precompletes at. Then there exist p.r.f s 8U ..., 8P such that

Si is an ajB-extension of Ox(8u ..., 8P)

8„ is an an/B„-extension of On(8u ..., 8P)

Sn+i = On+1(8u..., 8„)

8f = Op(8u...,8p).

Proof. Let ^( be an a¡/7i¡-extension of (alternately, be equal to)

Kx,y>[Oi(<p0xa,, ■ ■ -, 9Wp))Cv)]

for i=\,.. .,n (alternately, for i=n + l,...,/?). Let/: A<x, />[Aj#i<x, y}]]è<p*.

Using the Recursion Theorem, choose m so that ¡pm = Xi[f(m, />]. Let St=y^^o

for i=\,...,p. Then 8i = Xy[i/ji(m, y}] which is an a;/2?¡-extension of (alternately,

equal to) Oi(<pVmil>,. ..,<p0mM), i.e. 0¡(8i,..., 8n), when l^i^n (alternately, when
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose that f is a recursive function, that a(x) = a(j) whenever

f(x)=f(y), and that f is 1-1 if a is constant. Then the five parts of Proposition 1.1

are equivalent to the stronger conditions obtained when the requirement that fg be

strictly monotonie is added to parts (2)-(5) and the requirement that f<pn be strictly

monotonie is added to part (I). (In particular, we may require that g and <pn be mono-

tonic by letting f be the identity function on TV.)

Proof. The case where a is constant is trivial. Suppose that a is nonconstant, that

F precompletes a, and that/is a recursive function such that a(x) = a(y) whenever

f(x)=f(y). Let >/> be any p.r.f. We begin by showing that ifi has an a/F-extension h

such that fh is strictly monotonie. Let m, and m2 be numbers such that a(m,)

7¿a(m2). Let D be the canonical enumeration of the finite sets (cf., Rogers [10, p.

70]). By simultaneous definition there exist a recursive function k and a p.r.f. h

such that k is an a/F-extension of

A<», x>[m2 iífk(n, x> £{fh(0),...,fh(n-l)} n Dx;

m, iifk<ji, x> 6{fh(0),...,fh(n—l)}—Dx; >pp(n) otherwise]

and h = Xn[k(n, p,x[fk(n, x)t{fh(0),.. .,fh(n-1)}]>].

Assume that h(0),..., h(n—l) are defined and fh(0),...,fh(n— 1) are distinct.

Let Dx={fh(i) | ah(i) = a(m,) and i<n}.

Suppose that/A:<rt, x}=fh(j) for somey'<«. Then, by our assumption about/,

ah(j) = ak(n, x>. Suppose that/Afj) e Dx. Then ah(j) = a(m1) by the definition of

Dx, while ak(n, x} = a(m2) by the definition ofA\ Hence a(m,) = a(m2) which contra-

dicts our assumption that a(m1)=^a(m2). Thus, fh(j) $ Dx. Hence ah^^aim,) by

the definition of Dx, while ak(ji, x} = a(m1) by the definition of k. This is a contra-

diction ; hence no such j can exist.

Thus/Â;<«, x> ¿{//¡(O),...,fh(n-l)}. Let u denote

P,x[fk<n,x}t{fh(0),...,fh(n-1)}].

Then, h(n) = k(n, u}~i(ip(n) when <A/>(«) is defined, and h(n) = k(n, ü) e B otherwise.

By induction we see that h is an a/F-extension of >/>p and fh is 1-1. But p

= A<«, x>[/?], hence p assumes each value infinitely often. Thus one can easily find

an a/F-extension h' of ¡/> such that fh' is strictly monotonie, e.g.,

Xn[h(n, p.x[fh(n, x> > fh'(0) &• • ■ &fh(n, x> > fh'(n- !)]>].

An inspection of the proof of Proposition 1.1 shows that the stronger forms of

(1), (2), (4), and (5) follow from the stronger form of (3) which we have just

proved.    □

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that f is a 1-1 recursive function and that g is a strictly

monotonie recursive function. Then there is a recursive permutation p such that

P(x)=g(x) whenever x^Rng/ and such that p : a^ß whenever g : a-iß and

f:ß-^a. (More generally, we can allow g to be any 1-1 recursive function having a

recursive range.)
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This lemma is proved in the same way as MyhilFs theorem [10, p. 85].

Proof of 3.1. Suppose that a is precompleted. Letg:a^ßandf:ß^a. By Lemma

3.4,/has a 1-1 a/A^-extension/'; obviously f':a^ß. It is evident that a(x) = a(j>)

whenever g(x)=g(y), since g: a aß. Thus by Lemma 3.4, idjv has an a/5-extension h

such that gh is strictly monotonie; clearly gh:a^ß. Thus by applying Lemma 3.5

to gh and/' we see that there is ap such that p:a^ß.    □

Proof of Lemma 3.2. If T has an a/7i-extension which is a recursive permutation,

then B precompletes a by Proposition 1.1 part (4).

Suppose that B precompletes a. Let g be a monotonie a//i-extension of T, and

lei/be a selector for T"1. Then, by Lemma 1.2,/is 1-1 andf.a^ag. But clearly

g-.ag^a. Thus, by Lemma 3.5, there exists p such that/Kag^a and such thatp(x)

=g(x) whenever xe N-Rngf. But g = A-Dom FaN-Rngf; so p[Q]=g[Q]

c B since g is an a/5-extension of V.    fj

4. Related sequences. A sequence ß reducible to a is said to be a-universal iff

y^ß whenever y á« and Rng y c Rng ß. Clearly a sequence is W*-universal iff it is

universal.

A sequence ß reducible to a is said to be a (sub)retract of a iff there exists a

(partial) recursive function </>, called a (sub)retraction of a to ß, such that </<(x) is

defined and /?i/i(x) = a(x) whenever a(x) e Rngß; in such a case ß is a-universal,

for if f-.yia and Rng y^Rngß then ¡ftfi.y^ß. Notice that any isomorphism from

a to ß is a retraction of a to ß.

A recursive permutation p for which there is a function F from Rng a to Rng ß

such that p:Fa^ß is said to be a homomorphism from a to (8, written p: a —^ |S;

in such a case /3 is said to be a homomorphic image of a and F is called the induced

function. Notice that there can be at most one such F and that idN: a -> ß iff j8(x)

= ßiy) whenever a(x) = a(^). Clearly any sequence isomorphic to a homomorphic

image of a is also a homomorphic image of a.

Lemma 4.1 (Mal'cev). If a class ¥ contained in Rng a has a precompleted

a-universal enumeration, then the a-universal enumerations of ¥ constitute an

isomorphism class.

Proof. Suppose ß is a precompleted a-universal enumeration of ¡f. Clearly, if

y=ß, then y is an a-universal enumeration of Sf. Conversely, if y is an a-universal

enumeration of if, then y^ß and ßuy, and hence y^ß by Lemma 3.1.    D

Lemma 4.2 (Mal'cev). ß is a subretract of a iff ß is uniformly a-universal in the

sense that there exists a recursive function g such that if Rng y c Rng ß and cpn:y^a,

then<pgW:y^ß.

Proof. Suppose $ is a subretraction of a to ß. Let g: A«[Ax[i/»9n(x)]]^93*. If

Rng y c Rng 0 and ?>„ : y ^ a, then ß<pgM=ß^ = a<pn = y and hence <p9(n) :ySß. Thus

)S is uniformly a-universal.
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Conversely, suppose that ß is uniformly a-universal via g. Let >/> = Xn[<pgh(n)(l)]

where h:Xn[Xx[n]]^cp*. Suppose that a(«)eRngfi. Then Rng a<pHn) = {a(n)}

c Rng fi and <pMn):a<pHn)^a; thus <pgMn):acphin)^ß; hence <j¡(n) is defined and a(n)

= cc(phln)(l) = ß<pgllin)(l) = ß>p(n). Thus if> is a subretraction of a to ß.    □

Lemma 4.3. Every precompleted subretract of a is a retract of a. Furthermore,

when a is precompleted, so is every retract of a.

Proof. Let ß be precompleted and </> be a subretraction of a to ß. Let / be a

fi/7V-extension of <¡¡. If a(x) e Rng/?, then </>(x) is defined and fi/(x) = fii/>(x) = a(x).

Thus/is a retraction of a to ß.

The second part of this lemma is a corollary to Lemma 4.4 part (c) (below).    □

Lemma 4.4. Let B precomplete a (respectively, let e complete a) :

(a) If ßu «, then there is a recursive function h such that ah extends ßF and

h[Q]ŒB (respectively, h : Fj ^ a).

(b) If ß is a-universal and a[B]<= Rng ß (respectively, e e Rng ß), then /8_1[a[F]]

precompletes ß (respectively, e completes ß).

(c) If ifi is a subretraction of a to ß whose domain includes B, then i/t[B] pre-

completes ß.

(d) Iff: a^ß, then f[B] precompletes ß (respectively, the induced image of e

completes ß).

Proof, (a) Suppose that g:ß^a. Let h be an a/F-extension of gF. If T(x) is

defined, then fir(x) = agr(x) = a/z(x). Thus ah extends fir. If F(x) is not defined (i.e.

if x e Q), then h(x) e B. Thus h[Q]^B.

(b) Suppose that ß is a-universal and a[F]<= Rng ß. Let h be as in (a). Then Rng

a/z<= Rngß. Thus ahSß, say g:ah^ß. Then g[Q] precompletes fi, by Lemma 1.2.

Butf[ß]«=j3-1[aA[ß]]<=a-i[0[7i]]. So ß-'HB]] precompletes ß.

(c) Suppose that if> is a subretraction of a to fi and that F<= Dom ¡/>. Let h be as

in (a). Then i/ih:ah^ß. Thus, by Lemma 1.2, #[£>] precompletes ß. But h[Q]<= B;

so tfi[B] precompletes ß.

(d) Let/: Fa ^fi. Clearly F precompletes Fa since any a/F-extension of F is an

Fa/F-extension of F. Thus f[B] precompletes ß, by (c), since / is an isomorphism

and, hence, a retraction from Fa to ß.    □

Corollary 4.5. 0 completes W*, <p*, and F*.

Proof. Xi [ rVrm if i e Dom F ; 0 otherwise] is r.e. since it is the row sequence of

{</, x> | for some y, </, j> e F and < y, x> e H^}. Let/reduce it to ff*. Then/is a

If*/(«/*)-1[{0}]-extension of T. Hence 0 completes IF*. Thus, by 4.4(b), 0

also completes 93* and F* since they are H/*-universal and 0 is a member of their

ranges.    □

Corollary 4.6. For any sequence a, idw: F* -> Eea with e as the induced image

of 0 ; hence e completes Eea.
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Proof. Suppose F*(x)=r*(j). If x e Dom T, then {r(x)}=r*(x) = r*O0

= {Y(y)}, hence Eea(x) = aT(x) = aY(y) = Eea(y). If x^DomT, then T*(x) = 0

= Y*(y), hence y £ Dom Y, so Eea(x) = e = Eea(y). Thus idN: Y* -» Eea, and Eea(x) = e

whenever T*(x) = 0.    □

5. Creative functions.

Lemma 5.1. Let B precomplete a and let F be a function such that Fa is a p.r.f.

Then either 0 completes (Fa)* (in which case (Fa)* is universal) or Fa is total and

constant.

Proof. Clearly idN: a -> (Fa)*. So, by Lemma 4.4 part (d), B precompletes (Fa)*.

Suppose Fa is not constant or not total. In the case where Fa is not constant let S

be a selector for the set whose row sequence is A/[{x | Fa(x)^/}], and in the case

where Fa is not total let 8 = Ax[«] where n <£ Dom Fa. By applying Lemma 2.2 to

3 and the sequence S* = A/[{x | Fa(x) = /}] we see that B—[J {S( | ie N} precom-

pletes a. But Ti-lJ {S, | ie N} = B-Dom Fa<=((Fa)*)"1[{0}]; hence 0 completes

a.

Now let r¡ be any p.r.f. whose range is contained in Rng Fa (i.e. r¡* be any r.e.

sequence whose range is contained in Rng (Fa)*). Let g be an (Fa)*/(B—Dom Fa)-

extension of ifrn where ifi is any selector for (Fa)"1. Now if r¡(x) is defined, then

Fag(x) = Fa<pr¡(x) = r¡(x) since Faiji is the identity function on the range of Fa which

contains the range of r¡. On the other hand, if r¡(x) is not defined, then Fag(x) is not

defined since g(x)e B—Dom Fa. Hence g:r¡^Fa; so g:r¡* ^(Fa)*. Thus (Fa)* is

universal.    □

Proposition 5.2. Let R be an r.e. set. For any p.r.f. <\> the following are

equivalent :

(1) ip is isomorphic to the restriction, r|r-i[B], of Y to r_1[7?].

(2) ¡/r* is a universal enumeration of the class of all subsets of R having cardinality

less than two.

(3) <ji is maximal with respect to ^ in the class of all p.r.f.'s whose ranges are

contained in R.

(4) if> is creative and Rng i/j = R (cf. Cleave [1] and Lachlan [2]).

(5) Y\r-im^^> and Rng >P = R.

(6) 0 completes </<* and Rng </i = R (cf. Mal'cev [4]).

(7) ifj* is precompleted, Rng ¡/< = 7?, and tfi is not constant and total.

Furthermore, when R = A we may add:

(8) i/i is universal in the sense of Rogers [9].

(9) >p=p~1Ypfor some recursive permutation p.

Proof. We consider only the case where 7? = A. (1) is equivalent to (2) by 4.1,

since T is an indexing and 0 completes Y.

(2) is equivalent to (3) by the definition of universality.

(3) is equivalent to (4) by the results of Cleave [1].

(3) is equivalent to (5) by the transitivity of reducibility and the universality of Y.
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(2) implies (6) by 4.4 part (c).

(6) implies (7) by definition.

(7) implies (2) by 5.1 (with F=idN).

(1) is equivalent to (8) by the results of Rogers [9] and the fact that

F = X(i,x}[<Pi(x)].

(8) is equivalent to (9) by a theorem of M. Blum [10, p. 191].

Corollary 5.3. Let B precomplete a and S be an r.e. set such that S=S, then

S=N or S=0 or S is a creative set.

Proof. Suppose S^N and SV 0 • Let F be that function which assigns the value

1 to every object in a[S]. Then, by 5.1 and 5.2, Fa is a creative function, i.e., S is

a creative set.    □

6. Characterizations.

Theorem 6.1. e completes a iff a is a homomorphic image of <p* with e as the

induced image of 0.

Proof. If such a homomorphism exists, then e completes a, by 4.4 part (d),

since 0 completes <p*.

Suppose that e completes a. Then a^Eea by 3.2. But idN: F* -> Eea with e as the

induced image of 0 by 4.6. Hence there is a homomorphism from F* to a whose

induced function assigns the value e to 0. Thus we need only show that F* is a

homomorphic image of <p*; 0 will be the induced image of 0, since, by Corollary

2.2 part (c), only 0 completes r*. Let </< denote Axfa^l)]. Then ¡dN: 9* -»■ </>*,

since i/t*ix) = <f>*(y) whenever cp* = tp*. Thus, by 4.4 part (d), 0 completes >/>*, so by

5.2, ¡/i*^r*. Thus F* is a homomorphic image of <p*.    □

Theorem 6.2 (Mal'cev). A class if of subsets of TV has an R-completed r.e.

enumeration iff it has an r.e. enumeration and R is a least element of if with respect

to inclusion (i.e., Re if and R = f] if).

Proof. Suppose a is an F-completed r.e. enumeration of if. Let n e R and let

S = {x I «e«(x)}. Clearly S is r.e. and S=S. But a-1[{F}]<=S'. Hence S=S = N,

by 2.2(b), since a_1[{F}] precompletes a. So for every x, n e a(x). Thus for every x,

Fca(x) (i.e., F is a least element in if).

Suppose, conversely, that a is an r.e. enumeration of if and F is least in if;

in such a case F is clearly r.e. Let 5={<x, y> | either T(x) is defined and y e ar(x)

or y e F}. Clearly S is r.e. If I\x) is defined, then SX = R\J aF(x) = aF(x) = E*(x).

If T(x) is not defined Sx = R = E%(x). Thus F" is the row sequence of S. Hence

F* is r.e. But Ef is obviously an enumeration of if, and F completes F„ by 4.6.    □

In Lachlan [3] universal sequences (respectively, retracts of W*) are called

indexings (respectively, standard enumerations). A class if is said to be indexable

(respectively, standard) iff it admits an indexing (respectively, standard sequence)

as an enumeration. Moreover, if is said to be uniquely indexable iff it is indexable

and its indexings constitute an isomorphism class.
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From Lemma 4.1 we see that if ¥ has a precompleted indexing, then it is

uniquely indexable. Thus, in view of Theorem 6.2, a class ¥ having a least element

under inclusion is uniquely indexable iff it is indexable.

From Lachlan [3, Theorem 1.5] we see that there are classes which are indexable

but not uniquely indexable; thus by 4.1 there are indexings which are not pre-

completed.

From [3, Theorem 1.6] we see that there are completed r.e. sequences which are

not indexings. For example, {0, {0}, {0, 1}, {0, 1,2},...} has a least element,

namely 0, and clearly admits an r.e. enumeration, thus by 6.2 it admits a 0-

completed r.e. enumeration; but it is not indexable (by [3, Theorem 1.6]) since it is

not closed under unions of monotonie r.e. sequences.

From Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we see that ¥ is standard iff it has a precompleted

uniformly W*-universal enumeration. An elementary argument shows that a

is uniformly w/*-universal if and only if it is a uniform indexing in the sense that

there exists a recursive function/such that <pnx):(Wx)*Sa whenever Rng(Wx)*

c Rng a. Thus by Theorem 6.2 an r.e. sequence whose range contains a least

element is standard if and only if it is a uniform indexing. The question of the

existence of a standard class having no least element was posed in [2] and answered

affirmatively in [3]. This automatically provided an affirmative answer to the ques-

tion of the existence of a precompleted sequence which is not completed; for any

standard enumeration is precompleted since it is a retract of W, but in order to be

completed its image must have a least element.

The following theorem characterizes the precompleted sequences and provides a

simpler example of a standard enumeration of a class having no least element.

Theorem 6.3. Let x denote the smallest equivalence relation on N that contains

the graph of Y, and let A denote the corresponding sequence of equivalence classes.

Then A is a standard enumeration, and for any B and a, B precompletes a if and only

if there is a homomorphism h: A —> a such that hiQ^B.

Proof. Suppose that B precompletes a. Then by Lemma 3.2 there is a recursive

permutation/) which is an a/7?-extension of Y. But Yp"1 is universal. So by Proposi-

tion 5.2 part (9), there is a recursive permutation h such that Yp~1=hYh~1 (i.e.

Yp~xh=hY); thus when F(x) is defined ahY(x) = aYp~1h(x) = app~1h(x) — ah(x).

Thus the equivalence relation induced on A by ah contains the graph of Y; hence

it contains x. So ah(x) = ah(y) whenever A(x) = A(>>); hence id^: A-^aA; hence

h: A -> a. Furthermore, if x e h[Q], then hYh'1(x) is undefined and hence Yp~x(x)

is undefined (i.e. x ep[Q]). Thus h[Q] is a subset of p[Q] which, in turn, is a subset

ofB.

To show, conversely, that if such a permutation h exists then B precompletes a,

it suffices (by Lemma 4.4 part (d)) to show that Q precompletes A. But this is

obviously true, since idw is a A/g-extension of Y.
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A is r.e., hence reducible to W*, since A is the row sequence of «x, y) \ xxy}

which is equal to {<x,y> | there exists a finite sequence zu ..., zn such that x=zu

y = zn, and for all /e{l,.. .,«-1}, z^z^, or z(=r(zi+1) or r(z¡) = zi+1}.

Now let </> be a selector for {</, x> | x e Wt}. Then, when W^0, >/>(i) is defined

and >fi(i) e Wt. But if Wt is a x -equivalence class (i.e. W¡ e Rng A), then Wi==0,

hence </>(i) e Wx, so A(i/i(/')) = Wt. Thus </¡ is a subretraction of W* to A. But A

is precompleted; hence it must be a retract of W*.   □
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